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Those returning to the office after being away for a year will face spatial and 

operational challenges, from reduced floorplates to colleagues who want to 

stay remote. We need furnishings that will support workers’ new rhythms and 

realities, be it creating touchdown spaces for telecommuters or flex areas for 

group meetings.



Since 2013, we have been moving into categories beyond task and conference 

chairs; we also have been working our way toward an integrated, end-to-end 

solution for all types of collaborative environments. With our expanded Free 

Address Collection, launching May 17, we’ve achieved that goal.



SHARE
We started our journey from there to here with Share, a system 

of modular, semi-private seating. Introduced in 2013, Share 

was our first foray into a new area—lounge seating.



NYC
Realizing that lounge furniture wasn’t just for casual 

environments, we developed in 2015 a platform-and-rail solution 

for high-end sectionals. We called the collection NYC.



THE FREEDOM OF FREE ADDRESS
In late 2019, we debuted Free Address, the first comprehensive furnishing 

solution for individual and collaborative work areas. Its kit-of-parts included 

seating, tables, cubbies, lockers, planters, and privacy panels: All the elements 

a designer needed to outfit any size or kind of space.



These past 12 months have upended the ways in which we work and gather. 

To enhance productivity and comfort in the office, we’ve added to Free Address.



REACHING NEW HEIGHTS
The expanded Free Address Collection includes a wider (and taller) selection 

of casegoods for separation, storage, and hoteling needs. With an eye toward 

visual and aural privacy, we now offer options that are 29”, 36”, and 42” high.

29” high, standard back cushion



Need height progression image on page 9

36” high, standard back cushion



Need height progression image on page 9

36” high, banquette back cushion



Need height progression image on page 9

42” high, standard back cushion



Need height progression image on page 9

42” high, banquette back cushion



Free Address’ full range of 
casegoods, including lockers, 

cubbies, planters, and storage 
units, also are now available 

in the various heights.

36” Planter, Shelf, Ledge

29” Locker 42” Locker 42” Cubby



Other Free Address 
additions include banquette 

back cushions in various 
widths and three panel 

heights. Seating also may 
be placed back-to-back.

42” back-to-back seating with standard back cushion

42” booths with banquette back cushion



THE RETURN TO CO-WORKING
In co-working spaces, with their mix of lounge areas and heads-

down zones, the expanded Free Address Collection supports 

flexibility of use, type of work, and length of stay.



MORE THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
The right furnishings can make a space multifunctional. A 

combination of products from Free Address and other Stylex 

collections transform these groups of chairs and tables into 

amenity areas, meeting places, and solo workspaces. 



To also allow for flexibility in density, seating can 

be easily added or removed as needed.



A SOLUTION FOR ALL S IZES
Whether the work is remote or in-person, in an individual or group setting, 

Stylex furnishings support the needs and styles of those who do it. It is truly 

giving users the freedom to work the way they want, where they want.



MIXES WELL WITH THE STYLEX FAMILY
Free Address is complemented by a few of our more recent introductions—

Still screens, Trim tables, and Dela chairs and stools. Together, they multiply 

the possibilities.



TRIM TABLES
Trim reflects the fluid way 

we work today, with movable 

furnishings and multipurpose 

areas. These contemporary takes 

on the classic nesting table comes 

with various surface options, 

an open or closed base, and in 

six widths and seven heights.

View on Stylexseating.com >



DELA CHAIRS
Available in more than 2,000 

standard configurations, the 

Dela collection comprises seven 

models: a task chair, stools in 

two heights, and lounge and 

guest chairs with and without 

arms. Each has a plywood shell 

and tubular steel frame; each 

can be dressed up or down 

according to needs and budget.

View on Stylexseating.com >



STILL SCREENS
Still is a series of upholstered screens that offer the functionality of a traditional 

panel system, but with an extra touch of tailored elegance. The screens have 

integrated power and come in three heights and two corner options.

View on Stylexseating.com  >



PRODUCT INDEX
In addition to Trim, Dela, and Still, other Stylex products shown in this 

presentation also coordinate beautifully with the Free Address Collection. 

Cove
View on Stylexseating.com  >

Cove Tables
View on Stylexseating.com  >

Obair
View on Stylexseating.com  >

Verve
View on Stylexseating.com  >

F4
View on Stylexseating.com  >

Adorn
View on Stylexseating.com  >

Yoom
View on Stylexseating.com  >

NYC
View on Stylexseating.com  >



The expanded Free Address Collection launches May 17, 2021.

For featured installations, visit stylexseating.com/company/projects.

The Free Address Collection was designed by Stylex in collaboration with Gensler.

Follow us on Social Media



STYLEX IN CET
We’re thrilled to announce that many of our key collections are in CET; our full catalog will be added 

within 12-18 months. Download our free extension to gain access to these best-selling products.

Products in CET:  F4 / Free Address / Metrum / NYC / Share / Verve / Yoom

Coming soon:  Adorn / Cove / Cove Tables / Dela / Still / Trim


